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The last six months has been an
extremely busy and rewarding
period for AMT-SYBEX.

Our inroads into the mobility
marketplace continue to progress at
pace and I am delighted to see a
good mix of established and new
Customers taking advantage of our
mobile solutions and services. This is
an emerging market which is
increasingly important for us. We
have positioned ourselves as the
leading provider within our chosen
sectors. Our flexibility, both in terms
of technology and Support Services is
making us an extremely attractive
option.

Clearly mobility is the future… Good
information is critical to any
organisation and by employing
mobile technology the information
provided becomes more accurate and
timely. 

Recent mobile successes in this area
include;

- RSPCA

- GNER

Information Management is
another buoyant area where the data
quality and customer information
survey we conducted has served as a

catalyst in stimulating interest across
our customer base. 

Again it’s good to see new business
being won within existing customers
and some new names;

- Centrica

- Bord Gáis Éireann

- Northumbrian Water

I know many of you are already
engaged with us to progress
solutions in these vital business areas
in relation to Data Management,
Reporting and Mobile Enablement. If
you are not talking with us we would
welcome the opportunity to discuss
these important topics with you.

Aircraft Leasing is proving another
growth market for us where our
ICMS solution is attracting many of
the worlds biggest aircraft leasing
companies to do business with us.

The customers for this area are
typically large banks and financiers
and it’s a pleasure to welcome two
more;

- CIT

- Macquarie Air Finance

Marrakech, our supply chain and
e-procurement arm is progressively
benefiting from the introduction of
AMT-SYBEX resources and processes.

We are making a significant
investment in refreshing the technical
infrastructure associated with our
Product Information Management
Solution, Mcel and we have recently
released a new version of our
Source-to-Pay Solution, Mpro. 

Andy Miller, Managing Director

Information Management is clearly a hot potato. Our

survey into data quality and customer information which

serves to set the scene on page 2 highlighted that

increasing pressures from the regulator, the customer and

other business partners means Information Management

is now one of the main strategic concerns. Poor

information leads to poor decision-making and ultimately

poor performance.

Typical problems that need to be addressed include:

• Poor understanding of the data value chain – are the

true costs and benefits of managing information

understood and monitored?

• A lack of accountability and/or strategic participation

• Poor, expensive and unreliable systems integration

• Lack of training and awareness – do your people

appreciate that data is a core asset?

• Ineffective data governance

• Lack of measurement of current data quality and usage

• Data “blind spots” – data that is needed but isn’t

available

• Data silos – collecting too much un-required data

makes finding the right data a complex task

There are a number of articles in this edition that highlight

how our customers are developing their solutions to

address these problems and enhancing the quality of the

data and information provided together with the

associated returns and benefits being reaped.

AMT-SYBEX believes that you must have a clear vision of

your overall information requirements before proceeding

with the more complex detailed data management

activities. I would urge you to contact your Account

Manager to discuss how to achieve maximum value from

this initiative.

The KnowHow has been established as a communication

vehicle between AMT-SYBEX and our Customers. It is for

your information and interest so your input is of

paramount importance. With this in mind I encourage

your continued feedback in relation to ideas, suggestions

and contributions for forthcoming editions.

Finally I would like to invite you to enter a little

competition....Information Management is the theme for

this edition of The KnowHow, but how many times do

the words information and management appear, either

together or separately? 

All those who submit the correct answer will go into a

draw to establish the winner.

Please Email your answers to me before the 16th December

2007 for the chance to win a deluxe Christmas hamper.

Happy Reading

Lester Bayford – Customer Services Manager

lester.bayford@amt-sybex.com

the editor MD’s update
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Dear Customer
Welcome to the second edition of The KnowHow.
From the feedback I have had, the inaugural edition
in Spring was extremely well received. Your feedback
was a factor in determining this edition’s theme,
Information Management. I would also like to thank
those of you who have contributed to this edition.



Our survey of senior managers in the UK’s
essential industries has highlighted that
companies in these sectors need to be more
strategic about data quality management if
they want to maximise operational
performance, meet increasing regulatory
demands and get real value from business
information. 

The survey quizzed them about a range of
data quality issues from both an asset and
customer information perspective. Results
showed that more than half of all
respondents were not satisfied with the
performance of their organisation when it
came to data quality management. 

Findings showed that while companies in
these sectors do now recognise data quality
as a strategic corporate issue, many still fall
short when it comes to implementing
proactive, top-down initiatives to tackle
inaccurate data. More than three quarters of
participants said there was no real drive
from their board for data quality
improvement. 

Key findings from the research also
revealed: 

• Companies are missing a trick by not
assigning data quality to a specific
individual. 

• The volume of data being collected by
organisations in the UK is growing. Two
thirds claimed they had experienced
growth rates of between 26 and 75 per
cent in the last five years. 

• The majority of organisations had
implemented a data quality policy.
However more than half were unsure
or unconvinced as to the

appropriateness of the policy to
strategic corporate goals. 

• Employees in these organisations deal
with inaccurate, inconsistent data on a
daily basis. Disturbingly over half of the
respondents felt that frontline workers
were largely unaware of the importance
of data quality and only a third said
employees would rate data quality as
good or very good. 

Whilst it’s encouraging that the UK’s
essential industries have a desire to facilitate
data quality improvements our research
shows that for many organisations, the data
quality policies being introduced are
ineffective, communication on the subject
of data quality is poor, and user confidence
is low. 

Our research also looked at the root
causes of data quality issues. Two
main culprits were identified

• poor business processes 

• and a lack of management
accountability. 

The following areas also came
directly under the spotlight: 

• Operations not collecting
appropriate data to support
other business functions;

• Collection of non-validated data;

• Inputting incorrect data from
manual correction, exceptions
processing or third parties and
agencies. 

We believe asset and customer-
centric businesses need to address

these issues as a priority. Corporate data
must be fit for purpose otherwise
organisations are exposed to risk. This is
true for all business but particularly
important in the essential industries which
are under increasing pressure from industry
regulators and consumer watchdogs when
it comes to performance and accountability. 

To download a copy of the report issued
from this survey, please visit the Information
Management page on the website -
www.amt-sybex.com/OurSolutions
/InformationManagement.aspx and
click on the box to the right of the page.

For further information please contact
your Account Manager
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Data Audit at Powergen 
AMT-SYBEX completed a data quality

audit within Powergen, assessing

customer related information within a

number of their core systems.  During

this project, AMT-SYBEX provided

Powergen with specialist Data

Management consultancy along with

technical expertise in the use of the

Athanor Data Quality Management tool.

The objectives of this audit were: 

‘To evaluate the quality of the

information which the Retail Business

holds on Consumer and SME customers’

• To produce a Data Quality Scorecard

framework

• Clearly explain the methodology

behind the development of the

scorecard to enable it to be replicated

at a future date

• To produce a detailed Data Quality

Audit Report, incorporating data

quality metrics and business rules

• Assess the impact to the business of

data quality issues

• Document future recommendations

and the value to the business of

improvements

• To provide a framework to support

the data governance strategy and

provide input into the programme of

work for 2006

• Highlight and provide value

evaluations for ‘Quick Wins’ 

On completion of the audit a report was

presented with a number of specific

recommendations (both strategic and

tactical) that will enable Powergen to

improve their Data Management

performance.

Metronet Introduce a
Balanced Scorecard
Metronet’s business-wide Balanced
Scorecard was developed largely
internally by Metronet but with the
Project Management and Data Analysis
assistance of AMT-SYBEX.

The Balanced Scorecard scope extends
to: 

• 99 scorecards in the hierarchy

• 388 unique measures on the
scorecards

• 2117 measure occurrences  (including
measures that exist on more than one
scorecard) 

• 500 CorStrategy and Corportfolio/
HyperVu licences in place 

The Balanced Scorecard was initially
developed as a prototype and a full
scorecard, extending to all parts of the
business (and beyond into its tied supply
chain), was commissioned and
developed as a result.

The Balanced Scorecard uses
CorStrategy, building on the extensive
CorVu environment within Metronet.
Two key feeder systems provide most of
the information required - Ellipse for
operational and financial measures and
Oracle for the HR measures.  Other data
comes from Health & Safety, London
Underground, Primavera and external
surveys. 

The scorecard is updated on a four
weekly basis and can be viewed online
via the Metronet intranet (subject to
security) and has full navigational
capability. Printed versions are produced
for the Board.

Bord Gáis Éireann go for
Data Transfer Solution
(DTS)
As a result of EU policy, Ireland’s energy
market is in the process of being
opened to further competition which
will benefit gas consumers through
increased choice of suppliers and
further competition in the market.  

Bord Gáis Éireann (BGE) is the company
responsible for acquiring, transmitting
and distributing natural gas in Ireland.
BGE provides and operates natural gas
transmission lines bringing gas from the
Kinsale Head and North Sea Gas fields to
various towns and cities across Ireland.

The Regulator has given BGE the
responsibility of putting in place the
infrastructure to facilitate free
competition in the Irish market.  Their
remit is to ensure that all entrants to the
market for retail gas supply are provided
with equal access to the infrastructure
and systems that support the marketing,
sale and supply of gas.  

In essence the key requirement is to
provide all gas shippers in Ireland with
a standardised method to communicate
market process information with Bord
Gáis Networks, ensuring equal
treatment for all market participants and
minimising barriers to market entry. 

So the GASMAP project will provide an
Irish Gas Market Messaging Solution,
incorporating a central hub component
and a  ‘Real-time’ Gas Shipper Self-
Service Component that will provide an
infrastructure for the automated
exchange and validation of data
between the gas transporter (BGE
Networks) and each of the gas shippers
in the market.

The solution has at its heart AMT-
SYBEX’s Data Transfer Solution (DTS)
which is a leading industry data flow
software application. There will be in
the region of 5 shippers located
throughout Ireland, who will
communicate via a suite of custom
built web services to reduce the
system footprint.

Testing of the core functionality is well

underway and the project is on course

to meet the demands of the Energy

Regulator early in 2008.

npower
Since November 2004, AMT-SYBEX has
been engaged with npower, assisting
them in the definition and
implementation of their data
management strategy. AMT-SYBEX won
this contract in open competition with a

number of leading consultancies, with
npower recognising AMT-SYBEX as
experts in the field of Data
Management, who could uniquely offer
detailed knowledge of their business
and their data.

The Domino project has defined new
operating procedures, policies, tools and

organisational structures with the aim of
improving npower's performance with
regard to data management practice.
Domino recently completed its transition
from a project to an embedded business
as usual activity. To facilitate this
transition, a Data Assurance Team led by
a Senior Data Manager (a new role for
npower) has been formed.

CUSTOMER CORNERAMT-SYBEX Data QualityResearch Findings
UK Essential Industries need to be more strategic about data quality



Working with AMT-SYBEX, EDF
Energy Networks has implemented an
asset management and mobile
working solution, delivering
significant benefits to the working
practices across the enterprise, and
has enabled the company to attain a
vital industry accreditation.

How the project was identified

In 2004, when EDF Energy brought
together its London Power Networks,
Seeboard Power Networks and Eastern
Power Networks distribution businesses,
it faced the prospect of having to deal
with the management of over 1.8 million
assets from across these 3 companies -
each using separate and aging legacy
processes and systems for asset
management. 

As part of EDF Energy’s overall
Integration Programme, a review was
made of how the combined  asset
management knowledge and experience
of the three networks could be used to
develop best practice asset management
strategies, policies and standards for the
new organisation, along with the
information systems that support  them.
This initiated a number of activities of
which a a key priority related to the
management of electrical and civil plant,
including planning and execution of
work, capture of condition information
and provision of information to support
decisions. 

For this activity AMT-SYBEX was
brought in to work with the business on
reviewing existing asset management
processes that drive the collection and
updating of asset information following
asset replacement and inspection &
maintenance activities. This was
reviewed in the context of the integrated
policies and standards that had been
developed.  This resulted in EDF Energy
Networks identifying a major
opportunity to significantly improve

efficiencies by converging asset
management across the whole business
and completely re-working how asset
management information was captured
and processed - making it accessible and
intuitive to all relevant employees, both
in-sourced and outsourced, from the
management to the field-force.  

The main drivers were:

• delivery of an integrated Asset
Management information strategy
built from the experience and
knowledge of 3 large legacy
organisations;

• a more flexible set of tools to
support changing information and
asset management needs;

• the need to improve the accuracy
and completeness of the
information that supports future
investment needs.

The implementation method

A key thread in the implementation
approach was to learn the lessons from
similar projects that had designed
processes and tools in the past. 

Experience had clearly demonstrated the
need for user friendly access to
information to allow an intuitive
approach to searching for information
on assets e.g. work history, condition. In
addition, the amount of paper records
were to be reduced to improve the end
to end processes for keeping the asset
register up to date with work history and
condition information. This helped to
define the scope of the mobile solution
to maintain data integrity.

Training and communication were areas
for particular focus, and real data was
used for training sessions, in a classroom
environment set up with no more than 8
staff to a trainer.  Help cards and
documented procedures all played an
important part in helping staff to
understand what was required of them
in using the new tools.

In terms of an implementation
methodology, AMT-SYBEX has a tried
and tested approach for asset
management projects built up from
nearly 20 years experience working
alongside UK infrastructure businesses.
With this extensive ‘know-how’ of

delivering real efficiencies from asset
management processes, EDF Energy
Networks worked closely with AMT-
SYBEX in developing the solution. 

The project started with a review of the
business structure to ensure that data
and information flows supported the
organisation’s asset management
objectives. As part of the business
change process, it was recognised at this
stage that new roles and responsibilities
would have to be defined and
implemented.

Improving the quality of asset
information along these data flows was
also seen as critical. To ensure a
successful long-term strategy for asset
data management, EDF Energy
Networks introduced a new team
(Asset Registration) to reinforce a
culture of realising the importance of
maintaining data integrity when
updating asset records. A key message
of “no registration” means “no
inspection or maintenance of assets”
helped to drive home the importance
of the task – particularly when
concerning public safety!

When it came to creating asset
management reports from the asset
register, experience during the project
showed that defining all aspects of a
report on paper is very difficult.  A Rapid
Application Development (RAD)
approach was trialled and used to
document the information required and
then demonstrate draft reports.  The
users were then consulted to improve
the content and layout of the draft
reports, providing a much improved end
product.  This approach was very
successful and was utilised for all future
report development.

Facilitating the overall convergence
process involved using AMT-SYBEX’s
Enterprise Asset Management (EAM)
solution – Ellipse, to develop a central
asset register, providing a single source
of truth of information relating to all EDF
Energy Networks’ electrical plant and
civil structures across its distribution
networks. Ellipse was chosen due to its
proven reputation as a world class EAM
system tailored specifically for
infrastructure intensive industries, with
significant implementations across the
UK’s utility and transport businesses.
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The scope and influence of the
project

Following a review and integration of
the asset management strategies and
policies, the need for integrated
information sources and tools to
support them was evident. 

The scope and influence of the project
was to:

• Close gaps in supporting their
information strategy and align with
PAS 55 (The Publicly Available
Specification 55) requirements;

• Have greater visibility of their asset
base;

• Enable flexible aligned processes
and tools that built in data
cleansing and collection into the
day to day processes to remain
effective into the future;

• Improved data quality in terms of
integrity, completeness and
accuracy;

• Wider utilisation of the tools and
processes by operational and office
based staff; and

• Empowerment of their staff to all
play a real part in supporting our
strategies

Not only does the solution enable EDF
Energy Networks to create detailed and
tailored reports in a way that is highly
intuitive to support management
decision making, it also provides
essential information to empower and
improve the efficiency of staff right
across the enterprise, even out into the
field. Through the use of work planning
and work dispatch tools, field engineers
can now receive accurate instructions for
inspection and maintenance duties on
their ruggedised hand-held devices via
the AMT-SYBEX Mobile Field Working
Solution (FDCS). The field engineers can
then in turn update central asset records
remotely from the field. 

This solution wasn’t just implemented
and ‘pushed out’ to the field, the project
team ensured success through working
closely with staff and field-workers to
develop the solution according to their
own specific needs. For example,
visibility of asset information and the
ability to change it in the field were
requested, and indeed delivered.

How success was measured

In accordance with the original
objectives, the project successfully
achieved the following:

An agreed single source of asset
information - providing excellent
visibility of the asset base right across
the enterprise, from the management to
the field. Convergence of all asset
records into one intuitive system has
achieved significant efficiencies in the
areas of people empowerment, business
processes and IT systems.  This engages
office and field staff in supporting our
asset management strategies.

The new processes and tools are a
major step forward in usability to
operational and office staff,
empowering them to make better
decisions through easy access to
information. The extensive work
carried out by EDF Energy and AMT-
SYBEX to integrate the 3 business units
so that all the data and business
processes are aligned to support the
business and regulatory environment
has supported EDF Energy Networks’
PAS 55 certification – a significant
benchmark of success in itself!

The use of the mobile technology
provides a closed loop end to end
process from the issue of work to
returning it when completed.  This
reduces the risk of paper records
building up improving the timeliness
of data updates. 

Through improved visibility of asset
information financial benefits have
been realised in ensuring assets to be
replaced in the future are not included
in the maintenance programme .

The competitive advantage
achieved

The competitive advantage for EDF
Energy Networks is in demonstrating
accurate and complete information
when building investment cases and
agreeing them with the stakeholders.
It also gives EDF Energy a competitive
edge when competing for work
outside the current business
parameters.  

The solution delivered by the project
played a major part in supporting their
PAS 55 certification. During a
surveillance visit by Lloyd’s Register,
the auditors, in June 2007 the project
and solution were reviewed.  The
following comment is from Lloyd’s
Register.

“it is clear that much of the progress
made by the organisation is as a direct
result of the successful introduction,
implementation and use of Ellipse and
associated tools and reporting
systems.”

The solution provides the process and
tools to reduce the risk of non-
compliance with the various relevant
statutory regulations e.g. ESQC
Regulations 2002, for asset data and
information through an asset register
to support reporting of this
information.

The business benefit 

The main financial benefits relate to
the changes in working practices
introduced by the integrated policy
for Inspection & Maintenance
activities, providing a common
approach across the three networks.
In addition, the processes and use of
information in the annual investment
planning cycle ensure the
maintenance programmes co-ordinate
with the asset renewal programmes, in
the context of a rising asset renewal
programme.

The projected pay back period is
between 5 and 7 years which is
typical where there are both strategic
long term benefits alongside short
term tactical benefits.

What was the customer/employee
benefit? 

There are two main benefits which
helped to really engage with the user
community.    For office based staff
the benefit is the ease by which they
can access information on assets from
the intranet.  This has been a key
success factor in buying people into
the process changes.  For field based
staff the mobile solution, and the
ability to view the asset register
remotely from an office, has been a
great success.

The solution assists the business in
providing data to enhance our annual
investment plans and processes
thought better quality inputs, enabling
improved confidence in investment
plans, and clarity for delivery.

As part of the business case, a new
team called the Asset Registration
Team has been set up to input
changes to asset records in Ellipse.
This team is in place and is supporting
all the directorates in asset updates.
This takes the task away from project
managers who would not regularly do
this and in the past led to reduced
data completeness.  The benefits to
both customer and employees can be
far reaching in terms of accurate
information and work and job costing.

delivery of an end to end
asset data management

solution for electrical
and civil plant, including

mobile technology to
protect the integrity of

asset data. 

Customer Focus - EDF Energy Networks



Ellipse Corner

Ellipse encompasses a software
philosophy that aims to deliver
operational intelligence to our customers
through knowledge based solutions. This
delivers effective asset strategies that:

• Ensure environmental and safety
compliance

• Increase overall equipment
effectiveness

• Increase reliability, and

• Lower maintenance costs.

Mincom continues to invest in research
and development to create the best
Enterprise Asset Management (EAM)
solution and associated technical products
for the essential industries.

This release continues the evolution of the
EAM solution, particularly in the following
areas:

Continued evolution of Mincom
Ellipse Reporting (MER)

See MER feature on pages 10 to 11

Functional changes in the area
of Intelligent Asset
Maintenance, including;

Standard Job

A new feature has been added to

standard jobs to allow users to default a

work order status value. Users can now

default a work order user status, or leave

the field blank, in a standard job, so that

anytime a work order is created from the

standard job, the work order user status

will default.

Work Order Type and

Maintenance Type Linkage

The Work Order Type and Maintenance

Type table codes are now linked. After

selecting a Work Order Type, only the

linked Maintenance Types for the

selected Work Order Type can be

chosen. This provides for increased

accuracy in recording key work order

fields.

Work Order Completion Comments

Typically for corrective or reactive

maintenance and based on the new Work

Order Type/Maintenance Type

combinations, additional comments

relating to work order failure codes can

now be recorded. This facilitates a

“Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM)

Lite” approach and is not dependent on

MSSS or the “Mandatory Job Codes on

Completion” functionality being enabled.

Long Term Asset Strategies–

Priority on Estimates 

A priority can now be recorded on

estimate items. When the estimate item is

copied into a work order, the priority will

be copied across.

Long Term Asset Strategies -

Estimates in Material Demand

Management (MDM)

By leveraging the addition of dates and

work groups on Job Estimate items, MDM

can now forecast material requirements

for estimates. MDM selection criteria now

includes:

• Job Estimates and Work Orders

• Job Estimates and Work Orders
and MSTs

• Job Estimates and Projects.

Long Term Asset Strategies

Based on the Estimate planned dates,
project budgets can now be
automatically created by spreading
the Estimate costs across accounting
periods via the Job Packaging-Bulk
Packaging option. 

Copy Budget and Estimate
Spread

A new Copy Project Budget and
optional Copy Project Period
Estimates facility is now available.

Long Term Asset Strategies -
Risk & Criticality on Work
Orders and Std Jobs

This enhancement expands the Risk
& Criticality functionality into work
orders and standard jobs. Previously,
it was only available on work
requests. Now users can optionally
automatically allocate priority to a
work order based on risk and
equipment criticality. Together with
the existing Tolerances functionality,
the work order Required Start Date
and Required By Date fields can be
automatically updated as well.

Linear Assets to 3 Decimal
Places

Linear or continuous assets can now
be recorded to three (previously only
two) decimal places for Maintenance
Scheduled Task, Job Estimates and
Work Orders. 

Dual History Tracing on Work
Order

On the work order completion screen, if the
“Create Repair In Situ Transaction”
checkbox is selected and equipment is fitted
to the equipment recorded on the work
order header, an automatic Equipment
Tracing Repair Insitu transaction is recorded
for the fitted equipment.

Increase Equipment Tracing
Sequence No

The previous limitation of 99 transactions
per installation position per day is
insufficient for rotable indicator 4, hence
this is now increased to 999.

Record Equipment Group
Identifier (EGI) Order

EGI structures can now be displayed
without the need for smart coding i.e. no
longer displayed in alpha-numeric order
of component code.

Functional changes in the area
of Intelligent Workforce
Deployment covering;

• Talent Management

• Training and Skills Management

• Rostering

• Health, Safety, Social
Responsibility and Environment.

Technical Enhancements include;

Web based delivery

Over the last few releases of Mincom
Ellipse, Mincom has been transitioning its
solution to a web based delivery
mechanism. This means that over several
releases more and more applications will
be delivered via the web, migrating
Mincom Ellipse to be a full web solution.

Deployment of WebView

Mincom is currently in transition from
Windows to Web. Customers will deploy
both Mincom Ellipse WinView and
WebView.

Mincom Desktop

Mincom Ellipse Desktop allows users to
access both windows and web

applications from a single place. This is a
key component, as users are not required
to separately launch WinView and
WebView to do their job.

However, where the users requirements
are totally met by WebView, Mincom
would recommend that these users only
need to have WebView deployed. This
would particularly be the case where any
of the functionality these users need is
only available via web based
applications.

Web Services Security

IBM, Microsoft, and VeriSign have created
WS-Security specification. "WS-Security
describes enhancements to SOAP
messaging to provide quality of
protection through message integrity,
message confidentiality, and single
message authentication. These
mechanisms can be used to
accommodate a wide variety of security
models and encryption technologies. 

The Web Service interface has been
extended to support authentication via
the open standards based mechanisms
defined by the WS-Security standard. This
replaces the Mincom Ellipse security
based authentication mechanism
previously used. This enhancement will
have the effect of having host-based
authentication via the Web Service
interface, and allow customers to use
their non-Ellipse credentials to
authenticate Web Service invocations.

Multi District Batch Submission

The Multiple Districts Batch Submission
modification removes the limitation that a
user has to be logged into a specific
district before being able to request a
batch job for the district. This new feature
will enable the submission of batch
requests for any or all of a user’s
accessible districts, both for on-demand
and cyclic updates.

Note: this item is also available in

Mincom Ellipse 6.1.
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Ellipse Version 6.3  
Released at the end of October 2007

Mincom Work
Planner Suite 
Effective planning and efficient work
scheduling directly contribute to
tighter cost management throughout
the entire asset life cycle.

The Challenge
In order to deliver high quality products
and services at competitive prices, asset-
intensive industries must endeavour to
minimise their operational costs. As such,
it is critical that these costs are managed
through the entire asset life cycle - from
procurement, through operational life and
finally to divestment.

Effective planning and efficient work
scheduling directly contribute to tighter
cost management throughout the entire
asset life cycle.

The Solution
Mincom Work Planner Suite supports
short-term of long-term asset strategy and
work management schedulingh processes
in three ways:

• Mincom Work Planner to manage
activities including the planning and
scheduling of ad hoc jobs, linking jobs
into logical groupings, and planning
and scheduling plant outages.

• Mincom Work Progress to graphically
monitor and manage work in progress.

• Mincom Estimate Scheduling to
graphically schedule job estimates as
well as display ad hoc and
preventative work for a complete
view of all potential activity for any
future time period.

Available as a bolt on to version
v5.2.3.7

Integrated as standard from version 6

For further information please
contact your Account Manager.
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Keeping up with the Pace 
jurisdictions, particularly as few
nations have implemented exactly
the same market model. So although
in Europe a common EU framework
exists, the devil remains largely in
the detail.

This point is foremost for the
European forum for Energy Business
Information eXchange (ebIX) which
is championing the development of
new standards for electronic
information exchange within the
European markets. Rapid
interpretation of electronic messages
across regions was understandably
lacking until the advent of
competition, but with common
processes and issues emerging,
standards for message exchange in
processes like change of supplier
and metering (especially Smart
Metering) are certain to surface.

Historically, the need to be able to
keep pace with changes in industry
processes and the flow formats and
content required to support these
processes has been extremely onerous
from an IT perspective, with minor
modifications to the catalogue of

messages often having disproportionate
consequential costs to market
participants in terms of their
implementation.

In addition to this, completely new
sets of information are required to be
handled as further structural changes
take place in the industry, perhaps as
a result of further business separation
mandated by the regulator, or
emerging technologies. For example,
with the introduction of gas metering
to competition in 2004 a large burden
was placed on all UK market
participants in terms of compliance.
Compliance required the
implementation of new systems,
business processes and data
exchanges, all at a high cost to
market participants.

Business changes such as this have
had a significant impact on the IT
environments required just as market
opening has had a structural impact
on the overall business landscape.
Ensuring that the IT environment is
flexible enough to cope with these
types of change without
compromising the benefits derived

from enterprise solutions is becoming
a key competitive differentiator for
energy retail suppliers.
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Challenges in Managing Information in de-regulated
Energy Retail Markets
The de-regulation of energy markets
across the UK and Europe has brought
about perpetual change and these
changes continue to create significant
challenges for organisations to
continue to drive profits from what
has become a  highly competitive
energy retail sector. 

Competition within the UK energy
market forced the separation of
distribution and supply businesses,
and integration efforts around the
metering, data collection, data
aggregation and billing functions
became resultantly more complex.

Pressures to reduce the cost of serving
customers intensified, and competition
also drove many suppliers to focus on
particular business areas with some
choosing to focus on the
Domestic/Residential market, while
others concentrated on SME and
Industrial and Commercial customers.
Affinity and partnership deals were
marketed in an attempt to capture
more customers and increase profits. 

In the race to pursue all opportunities,
Merger and Acquisitions activity within
the sector also increased with the
effect of reducing the number of
competitors in the race and making it
essential for these larger organisations
to streamline their operations in order
to keep up with the pack. 

With acquisitions increasing from
European utilities in the UK market not
only was there fierce competition for
new customers, but a uniquely
complex set of information
management issues were unfolding
which directly affected day to
day business operations
and drove up operational
costs.

Systems and processes
involved in the data
exchanges between
market participants
were complex,
and had been
implemented under time
pressure. High levels of
exceptions in these industry
processes, primarily caused by data
mismatches and missing data, but
compounded by high rates of
customer churn resulted in high levels
of customer complaints. Many of these
exceptions had to be handled via
manual processes and workarounds
which increased organisational head
count, in some cases by up to four
fold in order to double the number of
customers.

New cost reduction opportunities
identified by encouraging increased
agent competition, the separation of
meter asset management from meter
provision and data processing from
data retrieval demanded further
changes to industry structure and
information sharing. Better
information was also being demanded
in order to make decisions, select
agents and provide reports to the
regulator, other industry bodies and
consumer associations.

Systems integration to improve
information flow, customer service 

and better integrated
billing solutions became a

crucial factor for success.
However, systems integration and

data migration issues continued to
present problems and as organisations
expanded further, enterprise platform
strategies were increasingly adopted
to cope with larger organisational size,
system consolidation, geography and
the desire to integrate closely. 

De-regulation within Energy Markets
is currently at different stages across
the globe, with the UK being
considered most active in terms of
supplier competition and customer
switching activity (>50%), followed by
the Nordic countries , Australia, The
Netherlands and Belgium, and Texas.
Although in theory from 1st July 2007
all EU customers have the right to
choose their supplier, rapid
transformation of all these markets
remains some way off mainly due to
the dominant positions of national
incumbents and the lack of new
entrants. Barriers to entry often focus
suppliers minds on the investment
cost of the systems required to operate
within different or regional

For organisations striving to keep pace
with change and seeking to stay ahead
of the competition the outlook remains
positive. Solutions which address the
demand for flexibility and
consolidation are available, promoting
seamless and transparent interoperation
with enterprise platforms, and
enhanced performance with market
players. These flexible application
architectures enable the rapid adoption
of new standards and regulations
needed to operate efficiently and
provide, not only a better overall
customer experience, but vitally,
improved organisational performance
through streamlined processes and
better leveraged IT investments.

AMT-SYBEX provides Information
Management solutions that bring
visibility and control to organisations
operating in complex energy markets.
Our solutions provide users with
comprehensive and easy to use tools to
monitor and manage industry
interaction and data flow activity
across the end-to-end industry
processes, encompassing industry
wide, bilateral and internally defined
flow formats.  The solutions contain
full support for all UK and Irish
industry catalogues and are extensible
to other activities and markets with
similar characteristics of high volume
flows of data with defined data
structures and rules.

The Way Ahead



Mincom Ellipse Reporting

Many organizations struggle to provide the right
information to the right people at the right time
to help them make good business decisions. The
use of separate Reporting and Business
Intelligence tools for various applications often
compounds this problem, with reports lacking
consistency across different business functions.

To address these challenges, organizations are
standardizing their Reporting and Business
Intelligence solutions to ensure every person receives
information in the same way, enabling the business to
run more efficiently and effectively.

Mincom Ellipse Reporting (MER) is a single, fully-
integrated and embedded Reporting and Business
Intelligence solution powered by market leader
Business Objects. Key features include:

• Comprehensive reporting 

• Intuitive end-user query and analysis 

• Performance management tools, including
dashboards, scorecards, analytics, and alerting 

• Full integrated with Mincom Ellipse  

• Suite of standard out-of-the-box Mincom Ellipse
reports 

• Ability to extend Mincom Ellipse Reporting to a
corporate-wide Reporting and Business Intelligence
solution

Mincom Ellipse Reporting delivers an unprecedented
level of integrated Business Intelligence capability,
enabling any organization to track, analyze,
understand and manage their business in order to
improve enterprise performance.

It has been our experience from customers that the
utilisation and appreciation of MER has been an
evolving process. As reports are designed, written and
outputs analysed there is a progressive realisation of
what other / additional information would be valuable
to the business which wasn’t specified at source. 

Based on this experience here are the AMT-SYBEX 5
top tips to successful Reporting:

1. Clearly define your reporting strategy and
architecture

2. Consider reporting requirements early in the
Implementation

3. Use iterative design and build techniques

4. Enable the right people

- Business ownership of the requirement

- Designers and developers who understand the
system design and data structures

5.  Make these people accessible

Through this iterative design and build approach, the
scope of the MER solution at both EDF Energy
Networks and United Utilities Gas has been extended
to cover additional requirements as they have been
realised without major design compromises. Together
with application of data manipulation techniques, this
has provided enhanced reporting with no impact on
the production of system performance. 

It has allowed high level aggregation of data to
provide reporting on demand with drill through to
different reports using hyperlinks to provide effective
reporting from high level down to individual records. 

An example of this can be seen below, which shows
how work orders can be forecast in Work Planner and
then reported on through MER with drill downs and
hyper linked reports.

It illustrates how aggregated data can be presented to
the user allowing the user to drill through to the areas

of concern with no performance impact, and at the
lowest level link to existing MER reports. 

By assimilating data in this method and by following
the approach of aggregating the data upwards allows
for increased use of the reporting solution to provide
for the high level searching requirements. 
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Maintenance Schedule Task Instances by Year Maintenance Schedule Task Information for an individual
year (hyperlinked from previous report by year).

Asset Details (hyperlinked from previous
report on Equipment number)

Condition Monitoring for asset 743 (Hyperlinked
from Asset Details)

This method can be further enhanced through the use of the Application Foundation product which provides high
level analytics to easily identify trends and from these to drill down to existing management and operating reports. 
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The Dashboard Manager also allows different views of

metrics and Customised views for different users.

10th Annual Executive
Briefing - Stapleford Park,
Leicestershire

Monday 10th & Tuesday 11th
September 2007

Key figures from the UK’s leading
infrastructure providers got together
at our 10th Annual Executive Briefing
at Stapleford Park, in Leicestershire to
discuss how they are shaping up for
the London 2012 Olympics.

The two day conference featured
presentations from a number of
organisations including National Grid,
EDF Energy, the Olympic Delivery
Authority and London First. Chaired
jointly by AMT-SYBEX board
directors, the Rt Hon William Hague
MP and Stephen Norris, the theme for
the briefing was the work being
undertaken by some of the nation’s
largest construction and utility
companies who must guarantee the
provision of core services and power
supplies to the Olympic Games when
they kick off in the UK’s capital in
five years’ time.

What are the Nation’s
construction and utility
companies doing?

Proceedings on Day One commenced
with an introduction from Mr. Hague
and presentations from Chris Murray,
Director for Asset Management at
National Grid and Barry Hatton,
Director of Capital Programme at EDF
Energy. Each company discussed the
power infrastructure that will supply

the 2012 redevelopment site in East
London. Two underground tunnels
being built between West Ham and
Hackney, which will enable the major
phase of construction to begin, also

came under the
spotlight. The second
major milestone in the
Olympic Delivery
Authority’s “Demolish,
Dig, Design” Phase, the
tunnels will
accommodate power
lines that run to the
site. These are
currently housed on 52
electricity pylons that
will be dismantled so
they do not

overshadow the Olympic Park area in
the Lower Lea Valley.

What are the overall
construction requirements?

Next on stage was Howard Shiplee,
Director of Construction for London
2012. Mr. Shiplee provided an update
on the overall construction
requirements for the event which
span a site twice the size of Heathrow
Airport’s Terminal 5 and make up one
of the largest construction and

engineering projects in Europe. Mr.
Shiplee revealed that the project,
which is the largest planning
application in European history, will
result in around 1.8 million cubic
metres of material being moved
during the demolition phase – 90% of
which will be recycled or reused
within the Olympic Park. During the
peak construction phase,
approximately 9,000 construction
workers will be on site helping to
build Europe’s largest urban park for
nearly 200 years.

What does London 2012 mean to
the UK?

Baroness Valentine, Chief Executive
of London First concluded
proceedings by discussing what
London 2012 will mean for UK
businesses, the impact and benefit it
will have on the local community,
plus the lasting legacy the Olympic
Park will bring for London and the
whole of the UK.

Commenting on the event, Brian
Miller, Deputy Chairman of AMT-
SYBEX said; “The calibre of speakers
we have attracted to this year’s
Executive Briefing is unprecedented.
We are honoured that so many key
players in the Olympic project chose
Stapleford Park as the best forum to
provide an update on their vision and
progress to date. Whenever the
Olympics are mentioned, most
people think of the athletes and
impact the games will have on the UK
economy. Fewer think about the core
services needed to supply the games
and the co-ordinated effort that is
required to bring this to fruition by
tapping into the nation’s existing
essential infrastructure. Our aim in
organising this event is to
highlight the efforts of everyone
involved and the ongoing
commitment our partners have to
the Olympics and to driving
efficiencies across London and the
UK’s wider infrastructure system.”
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LONDON 2012Mincom Ellipse Reporting
Timelines

Drill Down Functionality

Links to external Websites

Slice and Dice

Introducing Application Foundation

Application Foundation is an analytic
application framework that lets
businesses quickly and easily develop
powerful, integrated enterprise analytic
applications.

Application Foundation consists of a
number of modules with the most
frequently used module being the
Dashboard Manager. 

The Dashboard Manager is a rapid
application development tool, which
allows a user to build applications
without programming. 

Dashboard Manager includes 

• Ready to use dashboard
components

• A set of powerful analytics for the
user to create their own
dashboards

• Powerful analytic engines for users
to build advanced analytics.

Through the use of these analytics a
business can build a view of important
details and trends without delving deep
into the complex data sources, which
exist within the enterprise.

Functionality of Dashboard Manager

Through the use of metrics and the
analytic catalogue available within
Dashboard Manager views of the
business’ important details and trends can
be accessed by users at any level and
customised to suit their needs. 

Dashboard Manager has a large range of
functions, which ensure the user sees
exactly what they need to see. A lot of the
functions available are demonstrated in
the following dashboards. These include:
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CUSTOMER FOCUS Tesco RSPCA
COMPANY OVERVIEW
As one of the world’s most
innovative retailers Tesco operates
3,262 stores globally and employs
over 450,000 people. As a company
they focus on "Creating value for
customers, to earn their lifetime
loyalty" and strive to "be energetic,
be innovative and be the first for the
customer". They look to use their
strengths to deliver unbeatable value
to their customers.

THE PROBLEM
Tesco were looking for a
better way to manage the
ordering and distribution of
store consumables from
over 200 suppliers to a 780
store network throughout
the UK.

Store consumables are
frequently ordered "goods
not for resale" that are key
to the operation of Tesco’s
business and operation of
the stores. Individual Tesco
stores typically order these
goods from the 200 suppliers on a
daily basis.

The problems Tesco were looking to
solve were as follows:

• Consolidate 7 different ordering
processes into 1 electronic
process.

• Provide accurate range and spend
to the stores.

• Support the management of
appropriate/accurate stock levels
in store.

• Provide the Financial shared
services centre with visibility of
the PO’s from the stores and in
doing so simplify and streamline
the reconciliation process.

• Provide suppliers with approved,
accurate orders and provide a
simpler, more efficient payment
process.

• Provide value added functionality
to manage stockholding at store
level.

• Provide stockholding visibility at
company level on a weekly basis

THE SOLUTION
The new Marrakech solution gives
Tesco control of the range of
products available to stores on a
format basis. Marrakech provides
both stores and the financial services
centre with a simplified invoicing
and payments process. 

The solution, Click-to-
Order in stores, initially
allows stores to procure
"goods not for resale"
such as consumables and
equipment through this
system. The stores access
the available range of
goods, appropriate to
their store format,
through a single
electronic catalogue. It is
an easy to use, intuitive
system and is used by a

wide range of users of differing
abilities and experience in stores;
there are approximately 16000 users
able to use the system across the UK
stores. The existing Tesco
replenishment and logistics systems
are connected in real time to
Marrakech and provide complete
visibility of orders and deliveries to
users at the store level requiring the
goods.

Marrakech is integrated into Tesco’s
supply chain and finance systems,
providing their suppliers with the
ability to process orders, raise
invoices and view demand planning
information online. The financial
services centre receives all invoices
from Marrakech electronically,
removing any need for manual
intervention in the invoice process,
and because the invoices are based
on the purchase orders raised,
matching is to a very high level.

THE RESULTS
The unique nature of the Marrakech
system offers benefits to all parties in
the supply chain. 

At a corporate level, Tesco now have
visibility down to a store and
transaction levels for this spend. The
finance function has less mismatched
invoices and improved compliance
with payment cycles.

The benefits can be summarised as
follows:

• Less time spent processing orders
in stores.

• Less time spent processing
invoices and the electronic
ordering system removes the
paperwork

• Reduced spend in stores, through
ordering the right products at the
right time at the right price,
providing visibility of spend and
allowing staff to proactively
control costs through reduced
stock levels and better, more
timely information.

"Tesco is focused on simplifying our
business processes so that we can
improve quality and offer lower
prices to our customers" said Stuart
Blackery, programme manager at
Tesco. "At store level, we’ve been able
to simplify the ordering process so
that we can ensure that staff can
order the right goods, at the right
time and at the right price.
Marrakech is helping us to
streamline this part of our business
and create a "right first time"
ordering system."
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RSPCA officers will soon be able to help even more
animals in distress, thanks to a new mobile working
solution which will be delivered to the Society’s 500
field staff by AMT-SYBEX.

Currently being developed to help handle the one million
calls received by the RSPCA’s dedicated National Control
Centre (NCC) every year, AMT-SYBEX will design, deliver
and manage the Mobile Integrated Communications
Equipment (MICE) project to tie in to the RSPCA’s existing
incident management system (TAILS) which is supplied,
managed and supported by Sungard Vivista.

The incident management system raises and assigns
incidents which are currently allocated to RSPCA
Inspectors and Animal Collection Officers (ACOs) through
the use of live radio contact or a voice messaging system.
Replacing the voice message system, MICE will equip field
workers with handheld PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants)
linked to TAILS, which will allow incidents to be issued,
updated and closed more quickly and efficiently. 

The new system, which will include integrated Satellite
Navigation, is intended to reduce the time and cost of
collating accurate data about incidents in the field. It will
also ensure that clear and concise information is recorded,

at the point of work, allowing the Society to put its data to
better use for campaigning and lobbying activities. All the
project objectives help to underpin the Society’s work to
prevent cruelty and promote kindness to animals.  

Roll out of the MICE project is planned for spring 2008.
The managed service contract is for five years, over which
time AMT-SYBEX will cover the provision and
management of hosted servers, first line helpdesk, ongoing
device management (including the business process
relating to the collection and replacement of field devices)
and complete solution support. 

Aaron Pacifico, Planning Manager at the RSPCA, said:
“Although our existing system enables all 500 field workers
to do their daily job, we wanted a new solution that could
reduce administration costs, and ultimately improve data
quality. The volume and accuracy of information that will
be available through the MICE project will give us a much
clearer picture of exactly what work is being done and
where. It will also highlight areas for improvement,
helping us raise the profile of our work in the right way. 

“Following a competitive pitch, we awarded the contract to
the AMT-SYBEX team, who quickly impressed us with
their knowledge and experience in setting up and
delivering successful mobile projects, experience of
change management and focus on the end user of the
solution.” 

Ian Whitefield, Mobility Director at AMT-SYBEX, said: “It is
great to be working with the RSPCA to help deliver greater
efficiencies to such a respected national cause. When
mobile working is implemented correctly, it can introduce
significant benefits. This realisation has led to a recent
increase in demand for good quality mobility solutions
across a number of different industry sectors. We look
forward to a long and successful working relationship with
the RSPCA.”

RSPCA WELFARE OFFICERS SET TO GO MOBILE
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6th June 2007 
The Institute of Directors,
Birmingham

Ellipse - 'Sweating the Asset’

Conference' 

This event focused

on the future of

asset management

technologies. The

UK’s essential

industries are being

urged to sweat the

value of their

Enterprise Asset

M a n a g e m e n t

(EAM) systems and

make them work

harder. Recent

research from AMT-

SYBEX shows that

EAM technologies could be more fully

integrated across business to better support

data quality, process improvement,

regulatory returns and behavioural change.

Delegates used the day to share best

practice across industry and debate the

challenges involved in implementing

successful asset management and mobile

working solutions. 

During the event, representatives from

National Grid, EDF Energy and Three

Valleys Water outlined how EAM and

mobility projects were progressing within

their own organisations and what they were

doing to drive a continual return.  

21st June 2007, 

One Great George Street London

‘Making Mobile Working Work’

10th & 11th September 2007

Stapleford Park, Leicestershire

‘The 10th Annual Executive Brief’

- See London 2012 on page 13

10th October 2007

Institute of Directors, London, 

‘Mobilising Knowledge’

Knowledge of a business, its processes,

products and expertise, is a major

strategic asset for any organisation. This

essential knowledge is normally stored

in the minds of the organisation’s

employees rather than documented in

handbooks or manuals. 

However, with an ageing and

increasingly mobile workforce, it is

important organisations harness this

critical information to ensure that when

employees leave or retire, essential

business knowledge doesn’t disappear

with them!  

The event, chaired by Mike Duggan,

AMT-SYBEX director, highlighted the

importance of mobilising knowledge

and discussed methods to capture

essential business information to

ensure organisations avoid falling into

the intelligence trap. 

The day’s proceedings kicked off with

an introduction from AMT-SYBEX

Chairman, Steve Norris. This was

followed by a presentation from Dr.

Campbell Booth, Executive Director at

the Dynamic Knowledge Corporation.

Dr. Booth’s presentation focused on the

value of capturing knowledge in a

global economy where business

processes are commonly outsourced or

off-shored. As these processes continue

to be decentralised, organisations run

the risk of essential business

knowledge becoming diluted or worse,

disappearing all together. 

Following this presentation, David

Higgin, Engineering registrar for UK

distribution at National Grid provided a

case study on a knowledge

management project implemented at

the organisation. Following a period of

company restructure and a number of

employees leaving, National Grid

wanted to capture and preserve the

unique and critical knowledge stored

within its workforce. 

The knowledge capture project, which

entailed interviewing 25 key National

Grid employees, resulted in the

creation of 250 intranet pages and over

250 documents highlighting essential

business processes and helping the

organisation avoid costly mistakes. 

The final presentation of the day came

from Peter Kleinhans, Manager for

Business Consulting at Intelligente

Informations Systeme AG (iisy AG).

The presentation highlighted the

objectives and challenges many

organisations face when implementing

knowledge engineering projects.

The presentation also turned the

spotlight on successful case studies

across a range of industries including

the utilities and defence sectors.

Event attendees were also given the

chance to voice their thoughts and

concerns in two group sessions which

discussed knowledge management

issues and resulted in the creation of a

knowledge management wish list. 

14th November 2007 The Institute of

Directors, London 

‘Get Together with Marrakech’

Events Calender 2008

Please check our events page on our

website www.amt-sybex.com where

we will post the details of the future

events we will be hosting next year.

Intelligent Asset
Management

As a result of collaborative working with a

number of clients with long term asset

management requirements, we have been

able to develop a pragmatic work programme

for extracting significantly more value from

investments such as EAM and SCADA

systems and mobile

workforce solutions.

In all cases the tangible business benefits

delivered have highlighted untapped

investment opportunities that are within

easy reach of pro-active Asset Managers

The ability to assess future asset

investment requirements based on the

analysis of readily available data sets has

been significantly simplified with new

user friendly software products to the

extent that many asset management

decision can be made in the field whilst

operatives are on site.

We have combined our industry know how,

with best of breed decision support

software and our implementation methods

to enable AMT-SYBEX to offer end to end

Asset Management solutions that meet the

requirements of industry wide publications

such as PAS 55 and Capital Planning

Frameworks.

The programme has four key components,

each can be delivered on a stand alone basis

but the real benefits are achieved through

an integrated intelligent approach.

• Reliability Centered Maintenance to

optimise the integration of effective

maintenance policies, materials and

resources within acceptable risk

tolerances.

• Availability Simulation to predict what

could happen and when

• Life Cycle Cost analysis to optimise the

whole of life cost/ risk balance

• Weibull Analysis to analyse historical

failure data and feed back into the RCM

review process

Initially clients were reluctant to move

forward because of the perception of the

costs and resource requirements for

embedding the RCM approach. Our

application of technology shows that these

perceptions, based on the old RCM resource

intensive implementation methods can be

discarded and replaced with rapid

deployment techniques at marginal cost.

Data then became an issue until we were

able to demonstrate that creation of timely

accurate data for decision making required a

bit of lateral thinking and the harnessing of

current and new data sources more

effectively.

If you are interested in sharing some of our

experiences and understanding the

approach then please contact 

john.murphy@amt-sybex.com

AMT-SYBEX and
Dexterra join

forces to get UK
business mobile

To implement a successful mobile

working strategy, companies must

put the needs of field workers first.

AMT-SYBEX, an established

provider of mobility and asset

management solutions, and

Dexterra – the fastest-growing

mobile enterprise software and

tools company in the world –

have joined forces to make this a

reality and help enterprises really

make mobile working work!

At a recent event in Central

London, AMT-SYBEX and

Dexterra urged organisations

from across the UK’s utility and

transport sectors to treat

employees as a business’ most

valuable asset. Highlighting that

workers are critical to the

adoption of any mobility strategy,

the two companies outlined their

unique “Outside-In” approach to

mobile working and provided

some top tips for success.

To date, AMT-SYBEX has

mobilised more than 12,000

workers from across the UK’s

essential industries who use its

systems daily for a variety of

tasks from inspecting heavy

industry assets to recording

evidence for law enforcement.

These organisations have

embraced the “Outside-In”

approach to mobile working

championed by AMT-SYBEX and

Dexterra - which focuses on

involving employees from the

outset to ensure final systems are

put in place with minimum pain

and maximum benefit.
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Centre for Essential Industries

Steve Norris
Chairman, 
AMT-SYBEX


